Introduction {#tca12479-sec-0005}
============

The underlying mechanism of esophageal cancer progression remains unclear; thus several research studies have investigated the potential signaling proteins that contribute to the development of esophageal cancer.

Epac1 acts as a cAMP dependent downstream protein and plays an important role in the progression of the cell cycle.[1](#tca12479-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Studies have shown that cAMP/Epac1/Rapl signaling pathways are involved in the regulation of various cellular functions, including cell proliferation.[2](#tca12479-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} PDE4 is responsible for the degradation of cAMP.[3](#tca12479-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Changes in cAMP concentrations can activate different cAMP‐dependent proteins and protein kinases, namely, Epac1, AKAP95, and PKC. PDE4 may play an important role in the regulation of cAMP‐dependent protein and protein kinase activity by regulating intracellular cAMP concentration. It has further been reported that AKAP95 can competitively replace the binding of CDK4 and cyclin D3, and the binding of CDK2 and cyclin E1, suggesting that this protein may regulate cell cycle progression via cyclin D/E proteins.[4](#tca12479-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

A synergistic effect may exist between PDE4, Epac1, AKAP95, Cx43, PKC, and cyclin E/D proteins in the regulation of cell cycle progression. Therefore we investigated the expression of PDE4, Epac1, and PKC proteins in esophageal cancer tissues and their relationship to each other, as well as their corresponding association with AKAP95 and Cx43 expression.

Methods {#tca12479-sec-0006}
=======

Specimen source {#tca12479-sec-0007}
---------------

Tissue samples were obtained from the First Affiliated Hospital of Liaoning Medical University between 2010 and 2011. Fifty‐one cases (50 men, 1 woman) of invasive ductal esophagus cancer were all definitively pathologically diagnosed. Twenty‐three cases exhibited lymph node metastases, while 27 cases had no lymph node metastases. Identification of metastasis in the remaining case was unclear. In addition, 19, 27, and six cases displayed high, moderate, and low differentiation, respectively. The control group samples (*n* = 10) were collected from tissues over 3 cm distant from esophageal cancer tissues.

Reagents and methods {#tca12479-sec-0008}
--------------------

All samples were fixed in 10% neutral formaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned in 4 μm diameter specimens. A PV‐9000 two‐step immunohistochemical staining kit was used (Zhongshan Jinqiao Biotechnology Co. Ltd., Beijing, China) and 3,3′‐diaminobenzidine‐tetrahydrochloride coloring and hematoxylin counterstaining were conducted according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Mouse anti‐human PDE4 rabbit monoclonal antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Dallas, TX, USA), and the Epac1 and PKC monoclonal antibodies were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). The positive controls were set up particularly according to the specification of the antibodies. Phosphate buffered saline was used for the control.

Criteria for judging positive expression {#tca12479-sec-0009}
----------------------------------------

A brown‐yellow stain was considered positive protein expression, whereas the absence of a brown‐yellow stain indicated negative protein expression. Each section consisted of 10 different microscopic points of view, and 200 tumor cells in each view were counted. The ratio of positive to total cells was used as a parameter to evaluate protein expression and was presented as a percentage. The criteria for positive expression are as follows: "negative, −," \< 10% brown; "positive and/or negative, ±," ≥ 10% and \< 20% brown; "positive, +," ≥ 20% and \< 50% brown; "positive, ++," ≥ 50% and \< 70% brown; and "positive, +++," ≥ 70% brown. When the data were statistically processed, "+−" and "−" were regarded as negative expression, and "+," "++," and "+++" were regarded as positive.

Statistical analyses {#tca12479-sec-0010}
--------------------

SPSS version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to analyze the data by χ^2^ test. Fisher\'s exact test and Spearman rank correlation analysis were employed to analyze the clinicopathological characteristics. The test level was set at α = 0.05.

Results {#tca12479-sec-0011}
=======

Epac1, PDE4, and PKC protein expression in esophageal cancer and para‐carcinoma tissues {#tca12479-sec-0012}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our group has previously reported the expression levels of AKAP95 and Cx43 proteins in 54 cases of esophageal cancer.[5](#tca12479-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The positive rate of AKAP95 protein expression in esophageal cancer tissues was higher compared to that in para‐carcinoma tissues, suggesting that the AKAP95 protein may play an important role in promoting the development of esophageal cancer. The positive rate of Cx43 protein expression in esophageal carcinoma tissues was significantly lower compared to that in para‐carcinoma tissues, suggesting that Cx43 protein may have an antitumor effect.

Epac1 and PKC protein expression was detected in 51 esophageal squamous cell cancer tissues from the aforementioned 54 cases. Furthermore, PDE4 protein expression was detected in 37 cases of esophageal cancer. Epac1 and PKC protein expression levels were 62.7% (32/51) and 68.6% (35/51), respectively, in the esophageal cancer tissues (Table [1](#tca12479-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), which were significantly higher than those noted in the para‐carcinoma tissues (20% \[2/10\], 10% \[1/10\], respectively; *P* \< 0.05). The positive expression level of PDE4 in esophageal cancer tissues was 54.1% (20/37), not significantly higher compared to the para‐carcinoma tissues (30% \[3/10\]) (*P* \> 0.05). Epac1 and PKC proteins were predominantly localized in the cytoplasm and minimal nuclear expression was noted. PDE4 protein was predominantly localized to the nuclear region (Fig [1](#tca12479-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Epac1, PDE4, and PKC protein expression in esophageal cancer tissues

  Protein    Characteristics   Cancer   Pericarcinoma   χ^2^    *P*
  ---------- ----------------- -------- --------------- ------- -----------------------------------------------
  Epac1      Positive          32       2               4.581   0.032
  Negative   19                8                                
  PDE4       Positive          20       3               --      0.286[\*](#tca12479-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  Negative   17                7                                
  PKC        Positive          35       2               6.372   0.012
  Negative   16                8                                

Fisher\'s exact test was used to determine the P value of PDE4.

![(**a**,**b**) Epac1 and (**e**,**f**) PKC were highly expressed in the cytoplasm. (**c**,**d**) Epac1 and (**g**,**h**) PKC were negatively expressed and minimal nuclear expression was noted. PDE4 was predominantly localized to the nuclear region, (**i**,**j**) highly expressed in the nucleus, and (**k**,**l**) negatively expressed (magnification, ×400).](TCA-8-572-g001){#tca12479-fig-0001}

Epac1, PDE4, and PKC protein expression in esophageal carcinoma, and their correlation with clinical and pathological parameters {#tca12479-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Epac1, PDE4, and PKC protein expression levels were not associated with the extent of tumor differentiation and/or lymph node metastasis (Table [2](#tca12479-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}; *P* \> 0.05).

###### 

Epac1, PDE4, and PKC protein expression in esophageal carcinoma and their correlation with clinical and pathological parameters

  Protein                Differentiation (%)   N           Lymph node (%)   N                                   
  ---------- ----------- --------------------- ----------- ---------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----
  EPAC1      Negative    8 (42.1)              9 (34.6)    2 (33.3)         19          8 (34.8)    11 (40.7)   19
  Positive   11 (57.9)   17 (65.4)             4 (66.7)    32               15 (65.2)   16 (59.3)   31          
  χ^2^       0.308                             0.187                                                            
  *P*        0.857                             0.665                                                            
  PKC        Negative    6 (31.6)              9 (33.3)    1 (20.0)         16          8 (34.8)    8 (29.6)    16
  Positive   13 (68.4)   18 (66.7)             4 (80.0)    35               15 (65.2)   19 (70.4)   34          
  χ^2^       0.349                             0.152                                                            
  *P*        0.84                              0.697                                                            
  PDE4       Negative    5 (38.5)              10 (50.0)   2 (50.0)         17          6 (35.3)    11 (57.9)   17
  Positive   8 (61.5)    10 (50.0)             2 (50.0)    20               11(64.7)    8 (42.1)    19          
  χ^2^       0.452                             1.839                                                            
  *P*        0.798                             0.175                                                            

Correlation between Epac1, PDE4, PKC, AKAP95, and Cx43 proteins in esophageal cancer {#tca12479-sec-0014}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the correlation between Epac1, PDE4, and PKC protein expression and their correlation with AKAP95 and Cx43 protein expression. The results indicated a significant correlation between Epac1 and PDE4, Epac1 and PKC, Epac1 and AKAP95, and PKC and Cx43 expression (*P* \< 0.05) (Tables [3](#tca12479-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [4](#tca12479-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [5](#tca12479-tbl-0005){ref-type="table-wrap"}, [6](#tca12479-tbl-0006){ref-type="table-wrap"}). No correlation was observed between the other proteins examined (*P* \> 0.05, data not shown).

###### 

Epac1 and PDE4 correlation analysis in esophageal carcinoma tissues

  Epac1   PDE4   rs   *P*                   
  ------- ------ ---- ----- --- --- ------- -------
  −       3      0    2     0   0    0.340   0.046
  +−      3      2    3     1   0           
  \+      1      2    1     3   0           
  ++      2      1    3     1   2           
  +++     0      2    1     2   0           

rs, Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient.

###### 

Epac1 and PKC correlation analysis in esophageal carcinoma tissues

  Epac1   PKC   rs   P                   
  ------- ----- ---- --- --- --- ------- -------
  −       1     3    3   0   1    0.356   0.013
  +−      0     5    3   1   1           
  \+      1     2    5   2   2           
  ++      0     4    3   3   2           
  +++     0     0    2   1   3           

rs, Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient.

###### 

Epac1 and AKAP95 correlation analysis in esophageal carcinoma tissues

  Epac1   AKAP95   rs   P                    
  ------- -------- ---- --- --- --- -------- -------
  −       3        1    5   0   0   −0.292   0.038
  +−      3        3    4   0   0            
  \+      2        4    6   0   0            
  ++      4        8    2   0   0            
  +++     4        2    0   0   0            

rs, Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient.

###### 

PKC and Cx43 correlation analysis in in esophageal carcinoma tissues

  PKC   Cx43   rs   P                   
  ----- ------ ---- --- --- --- ------- -------
  −     1      1    0   0   0   0.322   0.021
  +−    9      4    1   0   0           
  \+    7      5    3   1   0           
  ++    2      5    2   0   0           
  +++   3      3    3   0   1           

rs, Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient.

Discussion {#tca12479-sec-0015}
==========

Epac1 can promote the migration and invasion of pancreatic cancer cells,[6](#tca12479-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and has been shown to increase prostate cancer proliferation via the serine‐threonine‐protein/extracellular‐signal‐regulated‐kinase and mammalian target of rapamycin signaling pathways.[7](#tca12479-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} In the present study, 51 cases of esophageal cancer tissues indicated positive expression of Epac1. Epac1 protein expression was higher in the cancerous compared to the para‐carcinoma tissues, suggesting that Epac1 may play a role in promoting carcinogenesis and inhibiting tissue differentiation, consistent with the results of previous studies.

Epac1 and AKAP95 are cAMP‐dependent proteins that are involved in a variety of cellular functions.[8](#tca12479-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#tca12479-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} PDE4 is cAMP‐specific phosphodiesterase, which specifically reduces the levels of cAMP, suggesting that PDE4 may have a regulatory effect on cAMP‐dependent proteins or protein kinases. cAMP levels are directly related to several pathological events observed in different tissues, such as tumor cell migration[10](#tca12479-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#tca12479-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and proliferation.[12](#tca12479-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

Our previous studies have shown that AKAP95 expression in esophageal cancer has a cancer‐promoting effect.[5](#tca12479-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} A study reported that Epac1 downregulation could inhibit the activity of cyclin D1‐CDK4, thereby inhibiting cell cycle progression and the proliferation of ovarian cancer cells.[13](#tca12479-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is hypothesized that Epac1 may play a role in ovarian cancer progression via regulation of cyclin D protein. Epac1 and AKAP95 proteins can regulate the cell cycle via cyclin D. Our results indicated a negative association between Epac1 and AKAP95 proteins, suggesting that Epac1 may compete with AKAP95 for binding with the cyclin D/Cdk4 complex, thus contributing to cancer progression. However the exact mechanism remains unknown and requires further experimental study.

Epac can increase the accumulation of Cx43 at the cell--cell junction, thereby regulating the formation of cell gap linkages.[14](#tca12479-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Cx43 protein is a tumor suppressor and the expression of the protein decreases in a variety of tumors.[15](#tca12479-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#tca12479-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#tca12479-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#tca12479-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The cAMP/Epac/GSK ‐3ß pathway is an important pathway as it regulates Cx43 protein phosphorylation.[14](#tca12479-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, we found no correlation between Epac1 and Cx43 proteins in esophageal cancer tissues. Whether this pattern of expression is related to the occurrence of esophageal cancer requires further validation.

PKC is a protein kinase that participates in various cellular functions, including proliferation and differentiation. The isoform of the protein PKC, PKC‐α, is highly expressed in prostate, advanced bladder, and hepatocellular cancers.[15](#tca12479-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In the present study, PKC was highly expressed in esophageal cell cancer, and there were significant correlations between the expression of this protein and Epac1 and Cx43 expression levels, suggesting that this correlation may be associated with Epac1 and Cx43 protein phosphorylation by PKC.
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